
Drop-shaped fiber

BECAUSE WE CARE



WHY CHOOSE DROP FIBER FOR YOUR FIELD?
1. Good technical characteristics and easy maintenance
2. The shape allows high micron value/durability and good elasticity/pleasant touch
3. Controlled abrasion from the thinner end prevents splitting and 
 leaves the wider  technical part as a long lasting playing surface
4. Natural appearance – Visible shape and optimal width highlight the looks   
 of the fiber and the appearance part enables light to penetrate the grass
5. Saltex Drop is also available in MTRX

Drop-shaped fiber 

THE NEXT STEP: Please contact us for more information, samples and professional assistance:

Saltex, part of the Unisport Group and a FIFA preferred producer, is an artificial grass producer with its own modern production facilities located in the 
Northern Europe. Saltex is known for its drive for innovation and high quality products, with a focus on developing artificial grass systems that meet and 
exceed the expectations of players and owners of sport facilities throughout the world.

saltex drop

BENEFITS OF THE 
DROP SHAPED FIBER
1. Fiber remains in an upright position
2. Excellent recovery makes field maintenance easier
3. Does not have a critical breaking point
4. Optimal ratio between the thickness and width   
 = Dtex 2000 / fiber

SALTEX PU POWERBACKING
The standard artificial grass products are usually 
backed with SBR latex. However, Saltex wanted 
to incorporate more functionality, quality and 
sustainability in the backing and therefore 
selected PU as a material. By using Saltex PU 
PowerBacking the following advantages are 
reached:

1. Better tuft lock
2. Better handling of wet weather conditions  
3. Better interaction with seam glue,  
 easy installation
4. Better for the environment, 100% recyclable

BLUE VISION
Saltex Blue Vision goes beyond eco-efficiency. 
The Blue Vision approach means not only 
minimising negative ecological  footprints and 
pollution but also making the largest possible 
positive footprint. 

This is achieved by developing  as environmen-
tally-friendly products and processes as pos-
sible and seeing waste as a reusable material. 
In an eco-effective mind, economic growth and 
ecological added value go hand in hand.

MTRX
Saltex Drop is also available in MTRX. Whereas 
the traditional artificial grass products have a 
carpet-like structure; the matrix structure makes 
the Drop fibers spread in a natural pattern.  
With natural grass as our inspiration we have 
created the most natural looking, feeling and 
playing artificial grass field available.
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